CHANGES AT THE I-90 ON-RAMP

We are improving safety at the on-ramp to I-90 from Cambridge Street eastbound. Our design will:

• Reduce conflicts between people walking, biking, and driving

• Help people feel safer and more comfortable walking and biking along Cambridge Street

RECTANGULAR RAPID FLASHING BEACON

Rectangular rapid flashing beacons (RRFB) can reduce the frequency of pedestrian crashes.

• A person walking or biking activates the RRFB by pushing the button.

• Upon activation, bright LED lights begin flashing rapidly.

• The flashing lights alert drivers to the presence of a person walking or biking.

People bicycling east towards the Charles River use a new bike lane that is separated from vehicles by asphalt islands.

People driving towards the I-90 on-ramp form a single lane approaching the crossing.

People driving may form two lanes after the crosswalk.

New sidewalk and curb ramps matches existing sidewalk

New asphalt islands

Existing sidewalk
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